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Self-consistent ab initio and configuration interaction (CI) calculations are presented for the Rydberg states of the
rrans-1,3,5-hexatriene
molecule. Seven Rydberg series were identified. four optically allowed (ns, ndrz. ndi,-) and three
optically forbidden (np., npp np,). These present results plus previous calculations on the valence states are used to
assign the transitions observed in the ultraviolet WV), electron-impact (EI) and two-photon spectra of this molecule.

1. Introduction
The electronic
spectra of linear polyenes
have
been the subject of intensive
experimental
[l151 siudies, mainly because they form the basic
chromophore
of important
photobiological
systems such as the visual pigments
[16] and
bacteriorhodopsin
[17]. Various
polyenes
have
now been studied using such techniques
as
vacuum-ultraviolet
[2,3,13],
electron-impact
spectroscopy
[4-6,11.14,15],
ion impact [12]
and multiphoton
spectroscopy
[7-lo].
However,
there is still considerable
uncertainty
in both the
nature and the assignment
of even the smaller
poIyenes such as 1,3-pans-butadiene
and 1,3,5mans-hexatriene
(hereafter
referred
to as
butadiene
and hexatriene,
respectiveIy).
In previous publications
[18-201
(hereafter
referred
to as papers I, II, and III) we presented
results of extensive
ab initio generalized
valence
* Work performed at Californis Institute of Technology.
t Contribution No. 6247.

bond (GVB)
and configuration
interaction
(CI)
studies for the valence states of butadiene
and
hexatriene
[18] (paper I) and for the Rydberg
states of butadiene
[ZO] (paper III).
The results obtained
in this paper together
with the ones cf paper I are used to assign the
observed
one- and two-photon
and electronimpact spectra of hexatriene.
2. Basis

set and

geometry

All the calculations
reported
in this paper
were carried out using the Dunning
[21] valence
double-zeta
contraction
of the Huzinaga
[22]
double-zeta
(9s/Sp, 4s) gaussian basis set, augmented with diffuse basis functions
of 3s, 3p,
and 3p, character
in order to provide an
adequate
description
of the Rydberg
excited
states. We used the ground state geometry.
as
determined
experimentally
by electron
diffraction
techniques
[23], in all tlie
calculations.
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states

Jn this section, we describe the calculations
performed
for the Rydberg states of hexatriene.
For this molecule, with six electrons in the r
space, a simple MO description
gives a ground
state corresponding
to the electronic wnfiguration (l&J2 (1bJ’ (2aJ2 plus three unoccupied
orbitals Zb,, 3a,,, 34 in order of increasing
energy. This molecule has CZI, symmetry and
the atomic orbit& will have symmetries ns = a,;
np = a,,, b.; nd = as, b,; nf = au, b,.
The first dipole allowed state will correspond to the 2a, -P 24 (rr + w*) transition which
gives rise to a ‘B, state. As in butadiene.
th3 state involves valence and diffuse
cherectcr.
The Rydberg

states for this molecule will
hmvc overall symmetries
B,(2a, + npa), A,(Za, --f
m, nd,). A,(2a. + np,,, nf,) and B.(2a. + Nd,).
‘l’rmritiom
to the ‘A. and ‘B. states are
optirzlly allowed while transitions to the ‘A,
and ‘B,, states are forbidden.

each carbon atom. An IV0 calculation [24]
with this basis set (basis A, table 1) gives an
adequate description
of the 3s, 3p, 3p,,, 3d,
3d,,. and 3d,- Rydberg orbitals. This same basis
(A) also generates 4p, 4f, and fig,, Rydberg
orbitals. Fig. 1 shows the first three CTRydberg
orbitals generated
with this basis. Figs. 2 and 3
show the 3d and the 5g,4 Rydberg orbitals,
respectively.
As for butadiene
[20] we reduced the size of
the basis set (without loss of accuracy) in order
to perform the SCF and CI calculations.
To this
purpose we augmented
the valence basis set
with one set of 3s, 3p, and 3p, basis functions
centered at the C&L,
G-C4 and C5-C, bond
midpoints. As we can see from table 1 (basis B)
and figs l(b, d, f), this basis set gives a very
good description
of the (r Rydberg states. For
the rr Rydberg states, the valence basis set uas
augmented with diffuse basis functions of 3p,
character (8 = 0.021) centered on each carbon
atom (table 1, basis C).
3.2. Chmacter

3.1.

In order

to describe the CTRydberg states we
inlthlly augmented the valence basis set with
diffuse basis functions of 3s. 3p, and 3p,
character ([J. = 0.023, & = 0.021) centered on

IV0

of the Rydberg orbitals

Basis set

As for butadiene,
the Rydberg orbitals for
hexatriene very much resemble the wrresponding atomic orbitals.
The CT.Rydberg orbitals are oriented parallel
(f axis) and perpendicular
(9 axis) to the long

_.

excitation energies” (in eV) of hexnttiene for the ?r(Za,)-v Rydberg transitions for different basis scls
No. diffuse
basis functions

(3) B Rydberg orbitals
th.J one 31, 3p, and 3p, basis
function on each carbon atom
(8) one 31, 3p, and 3p, basis
Iunction on the midpoints of
C:t,CS, C&C. and C,-Ce bonds
(III D Rydhcrg orbit&
1 otae 3p, basis function on
uuch carbon atom

Excited orbital

18

3s
6.32

3p,
6.37

3p,
6.73

3di’
7.15

3d,
7.26

9

6.43

6.42

6.75

7.23

7.30

6

3p,
6.65

3d.z
6.80

3d.,
7.15

4fxz2
7.34

4f,v=
7.72

l.l,---ll~

-

* ‘king the relation Et” IP-et with IP~8.45 eV.
” !tt e!! use: !hc gaussian eitponcnts used art: 4s. = 0.023, 6, = 0.02

1.

MxZ_$
7.50

4~.
7.77
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Fig. 1. 3s and 3p, Rydberg otbitals for hexatriene. Orbitals a, c, e use basis set A, while orbirals b. d. f use basis set R 1r..l4e
1). Long dashes indicate zero amplitude. solid lines and short dashes indicate positive :nd negative amplitudes. with a s~,acmg
of 0.005 atomic units between the contours.
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3d,,

3d$_$

Fig. 2. 3d, Rydbergorbit&s
the molecule

and parallel

for hexatriene.
Orbit&
to the molecular
axis (2).

a, c. e in the molecular
Amplitudes
a5 in fig. I.

axis of the molecule,
but the rr Rydberg
orbitals
seem to be oriented
parallel
(z axis) and
perpendicular
(y axis) to the central
C,C,
bond.
Figs. l(a, C. e) shows the first three c Rydberg
orbitals
(using basis A) -which can be classified

plane.

Orbit&

b, d, f in the plane

perpendicular

relative
to the (2, Y. G?) system (fig. 1) aa 3s(a),
3p,(c)
and 3pi(e).
Similarly,
the 3d,
orbit&
in
fig. 2 can be classified
as 3di=(a, b), 3dFz(c, d)
and 3df=+=(e, f). This latter orbital shows much
more ampiitude
in the molecular
plane than the
equivalent
one in butadiene.

to
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The ‘B, states in the case of hexatriene
carrespond to the nd, Rydberg
states. Using the
first IV0 of b,(3d,)
symmetry
obtained
from
basis set C (table 2) we solved self-consistently
for the *B,(3d,)
state.
The Hartree-Fock
results for the Rydberg
states are shown in table 3.

Fig. 3. 5g:’

Rydberg

orbiral

for

hexarriene. Amplitudes as

in fig. 1.

Fig. 4 shows the first three n Rydberg
orbitaIs, obtained
from basis set C (table 1).
Amplitude
plots in both xy and Xz planes allow
us to classify them as 3d,,(a,
b) and 3dif(c, d).
Fig. 5 shows the two 4f orbitals (4f,=z and 4f,,=)
in both _E? and xy planes.
Table 2 shows the transition
moments
and
spatial extension
(second moments)
computed
using these Rydberg orbitals.
3.3.

Hartree-Fock

calculations

For the cr Rydberg
states we used the IVO’s
obtained
with basis set S (table 1) as starting
guesses for the excited
Rydberg
orbitals.
Using the first IV0 of a,(3s) symmetry
and
b,(3p,)
symmetry
we solved self-consistently
for
the ‘A,(3s) and ‘B,(3p,)
Rydberg
states.
For the x Rydberg
states we used the NO’s
obtained
with basis set C (table 1) as starting
guesses for the excited Rydberg
orbitals.
Similar to the case of butadiene,
the HartreeFock solution for the ‘A,(3p,)
Rydberg
state
will not correspond
to a “pure” state. But
because this latter state is very different in
character
from the valence ‘A, states it will be
easily identified at the CI level, as discussed
in
the next section.

The set of CI calculations
to be described
below were performed
using the orbitals
generated
by each one of the SCF calculations
respectively,
plus some NO’s
properly
reorthogonalized
to the HF occupied
orbitals.
For simplicity
we limited ourselves
to the fir&
two Rydberg
states of each symmetry
with
exc’eption of the ‘A, states. In that case, the
need to project out the ground state and the
2 ‘A, valence state forces us to solve for four
roots to obtain the first two ‘A, Rydberg
states.
3.4.1.
The IA, srares (ns, n&)
The CI calculation
for these states was performed in the following way. The ‘in space-was
formed by the orbitals generated
in the SCF
calculation.
The u space was formed using the
3s orbital solved self-consistently
plus five D
IVO’s (2a,+3b,)
obtained
from basis set B
(table l), reorthogonalized
to the HF IT core.
Using these spaces we allowed up to triple
excitations
among the twelve z- MO’s while
simultaneously
al!owing the LT electron
to readjust among the six w MO’s. The first root of this
(31 calculation
corresponds
to the 3s Rydberg
state and the second to the 3d, Rydberg
state.
Both states are optically
allowed and should be
observed
in both UV and electron-impact
experiments.
The result of this calculation
puts
the 3s state at 5.97 eV and the first 3d, (3dfz)
state at 6.72 eV (table 4).
Although
we did solve for the second and
third 3d, Rydberg
state in the CI calculation
one can estimate
the location of these states
from the IV0 calculations
corrected
by the CI
effect observed
for the two lower Rydberg
states. This puts the second md third 3d,
Rydberg state at 6.81 and 7.07 eV.
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IQ. 4. 7,,, and 3d, Rydberg orbltals for hexatricnc. Orbitals b and d in the xy plane. Orbitals a and E in the (5.2) plane
!perpendicufar to the molecule). Amplitudcr, as in fig. 1.
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3.4.2. The ‘Bg states (rzp,)
The CI calculations
for these states were performed analogously
to the ‘A, states.
The rr space was formed from the orbitals
generated by the SCF calculation. The m space
was formed by the 3p, self-consistently
optimized orbital plus five v IVO’s (three a,+
two b.) properly reorthogonalized
to the HF rr
orbitals.
Using this space, the CI calculation was performed allowing up to triple excitations among
the twelve STMO’s and simultaneously
allowing
the (T electron to readjust among the six v
MO%. The two CI roots obtained correspond
to
the two 3p, Rydberg states. We found those
states at 6.00 eV (3~~) and 6.20 eV (3~~).

\
Fig. 5. f, Rydberg orbit& for hexatriene. Orbit& b
and d in the xy plane. Orbital6 a and c in the (%~I phme.
Amplitudes as in fig. I.

Table 2.
Transition
Orbital”

rrl(la.)
wz2(1bJ
?G!Za.)
3s
3P,
3Pz
3P=
3d$
3dsz
3dr+’
3dxz
3dzy
4fxz=
4dxz
4fXll

moments and spatial extension

3.4.3. The ‘A, states (np=)
For these states the rr space was composed
of the HF n orbitals plus six rr NO’s (th,ree
a. + three bJ obtained with basis set C (table 1).

of the Rydberg orbitals of hexatrirne

---

‘Transition moments

(a.)

Second momentsc’

(~~~01r*M2a.)ib’

component

(x2)

(Y2)

(I?

2.525
2.566
2.584
15.924
14.053

3.114
5.799
5.789
27.918
40.832

8.010
17.095
13.523
23.738

22.045

34.738

66.956

39.436
14.998
19.023
18.707
10.866

16.233
26.YY8
68.453
36.386
14.143

17.812
82.143
58.839
28.052
24.439

30.972

27.246

18.326

31.744
31.764

41.182
18.300

41.616
39.048

37.315

X3.624

59.284

0.05597
0.06012
0.01468
0.70216
1.40801
0.93646
0.10274
0.15104
0.07412
1.54968
1.76578
0.17917
0.22968
2.72703
0.78711
0.81046
0.11374

w
(XY)
(x2)
:z:

Iy;
x
:z:
(Y)
I&
I’:
Gz,
(Y)
(2)
(YZ)

22.196

*) Orbit& w,, na and nj are from ground state wavefunction. Rydberg orbitals are from IV0
” Second moments f:om IV0 orbitals.
‘) Transition moments using IV0 orbitals.

calculations.
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Table 3
Hartree-Fock
transition energies
mmr-hexatricne

Transition
energy
(eV

state

X ‘A,(-,231.72322
1 ‘A.(Sti)
1 ‘6#(3P~l
‘B.(3dm)
-

for the Rydberg states of

The ‘B, stales (nd,)
The CI calculations for these states were car-

3.4.4.

hartrees)
5.38
5.29
5.78

Using this space we performed
the CI calculation allowing up to quadruple
excitations.
The first root of the CI calculation is a
vdenc~~ cP,sc-d-shell state correspondi::g
to the
X ‘Aa g,,ound state of the system. ..‘.ae seconci
root is also a valence state and shows the doubly-excited
dominant configuration
characteristic
of the 2 ‘A,(v 3 $*) valence state. Finally, the
third rcmt corresponds
to the diffuse open-shell
configuration
of the Hartree-Fock
calculation
and corresponds
with the ‘A,(3p,)
Rydberg
state. We found this state at 6.26 eV in
excellent agreement
with the state at 6.2: e v
observed in the two-photon
absorption
experiment [8].

Table 4
Cl transition energks %u the Rydbcq
tricne
--~-Slclk

-3t1(1 ‘A.)
Jp,(f ‘Br)
3p,(2 ‘B,)
3p.u ‘A,)
3d& ‘Bu)
3d,,t ‘6. ~
3d,‘f2 ’ ,)
9d&
‘A,)
4f,,‘W ‘A,)
4f‘#‘(S ‘A,)
----

states of mns-hexa-~

Transition
energy
NV)
5.97
6.00
6.20
6.26
6.27
h.68
6.72
6.BIP
7.19”’
7.fl19’

” Estirm&J by cormcling IV0
in low; Rydhcrg starm.

The IV0 calculations
for*the higher ‘A,
Rydberg states were corrected for CI effects
found in the ‘A,(3p,) state (as for the 3d,
Rydberg states). The result is the 4f,z state at
7.19 eV and the 4fZp2 state at 7.81 eV.

results for Cl effects found

ried out in exactly $he same way as described
for the IA, states. me rr space was formed
using the HF 7r orbitals for the ‘El. state plus
six tr NO’s (three a. + three b& reorthogonal: ized to the HF rr orbitals. Using this space we
solved for two CI roots allowing up to quadruple excitations. These two roots correspond
to
the two 3d, orbita@. We found these states at
6.27 eV and 6.68 &I,
We also estimated the transition energy for
the 4d, Rydberg state following the same procedure used for the 3d,(‘A,)
states. In this way
we obtained a transition energy of 7.41 eV for
the 4dfi state which correlates well with the
transitions observed experimentally
at 7.467.48 eV [2,5].

4. Discussion
Unambiguous
spectral assignments have been
made only for the two lowest triplet states
(1 ‘Et. and 1 3A,), the 1 ‘B”(?T + rr*) state and
the ‘Ao(nu+ 3p) state. From our calculations we
can now provide a quantitative
assignment for
most of the ooserved transitions.
Table 5 shows
the complete results of our calculations and
compares them with the available experimental
results.
The two lowest observed transitions et a2.6
eV and =4.2 eV have been assigned to the first
two triplet states [S, 14,253. Our calculation
confirms the assignments.
We find the 1 “B,
state at 2.71 eV and the 1 3A, state at 4.35 eV.
The next experimentally
observed transition
corresponds
to the strong dipole-allowed
1 ‘B.
state [2b, 5,141. Similar to the butadiene case,
this is a very broad band covering the range
from -4.95 eV to -5.70 eV.

M.A.C. IJascimcnto,W.A. Goddard III f Rydberg SIOIPS
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Table 5.
Excited electronic states of the all-nuns

state?

1%.
3 *A,,
1 ‘B,tcr -. z,*)
Z’A,(x+n*)
1 ‘A.(3s)
1 ‘B,(3ppJ
2 ‘Bd3P,)
3 ‘A,(~P,)
‘B,(3d,f)
‘B,(r+
v*) valence
‘B.(3d,,)
2 ‘A.(3d,z)
3 ‘A.(3dpz)
4 ‘AU(3dn’-+z)
‘B,C4d,z)
‘B,(4d.,)
‘A.(4W
‘B.(5drt)
‘A.(SdtJ)

‘B&W.,)
‘B,(6dis)
‘B,(6d,,)
‘A,(6d,l)
‘B,(7dtr)
%3,(7d,,), ‘A.Ud&
‘B.(8dxl)
‘B,.‘:?d.,), ‘A.(8d.z)
9d
1Ud
lid
cod
‘Bn ~o-+;;~.I

‘A&-.

w*)

henatricne m&cule

Theoretical results
(eV)b’
(presentwork)

Experimental
-

results (P’;‘)
-^

5.87
5.97
6.00s’
6.2iF’
6.26
6.27
6.56
6.68
6.72
6.8 1”
7.07”
7.25
7.42
7.44
7.68
7.75
I 7.76
7.90
7.93
[ 7.94
8.01
[ 8.04
8.09
8.11
8.18
8.11
8.23
8.33
Y.18

.___

Gabin and Rice”

FIirker et al.“’

others

4.93

2.61 (1.9-3.5)
4. I I (3.64.6)
4.95.5.13,
5.5.5.7

(5.1-5.7)”

5.94 (2 ‘A,. 2 ‘El.. 3 ‘A,)

6 06

6.28
6.33
6.68
6.73
6.90
7.06
7.26
7.37
7.48
7.68
7.71

(2 ‘A,, 3 ‘A,, 2 ‘B.1
(2 ‘B.)

6.25
6.57

(2
(2
(2
(2

4.75
6.93
7.118
7.25

2.71
4.32

11.51

2 r3

‘B,,
‘B.,
‘B,,
‘B..

(5P,)”

~2)
YI)
Y, i- ~5)
Y, + “1 + 113)

-_-.-

6.23h’
6.2”

6.9”

7.77

7.88 (6~. J
7.98 17~. )

7.93

8.05 (BP,)

8.06

8.0”

8.IO (UP*_)

9.1
9.7
10.5

--

9.2”
9.6”
10.7”
--

” State assignments bared on present calculi~t~o,::s, except for the 1 ‘B.(rr -+ rr*) transition.
b’ Valence states are from paper I.
” Ref. [2]. Assignments in this column from rrfs. [Z, 261.
In Ref. [S]. a) Ref. [25]. ” Ref. [14].
a> These transitions are probably not obserwu. See textfor discussion.
‘) Ref. [Sl.
i’ These are estimated values from IV0 calculations plus CI corrccticas. See text for discussion.
iL All members >f this series computed using Rydberg formula in ref. [Z).

The next transition observed in the UV spectrum corresponds to a series of weak bands
covering the range from = j.70 eV to 6.44 eV.
These transitions correlate with the bands at
6.06. 6.25 and 6.42 eV observed in the electron-

impact experiment [S]. From the analysis
of the UV spectrum it was found that only
a few of these bands Lould be fitted in tLe
progressions found for the X ‘AN+ 1 ‘R, transition, even if rather large anharmonicities are
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assumed
for the vibrations
[2]. From that
observation
it was concluded
that the majority
of the observed
bands in this region could well
be associated
with electronic
states other than
the ? ‘I& state. These transitions
were
previously
assigned to the parity-forbidden
2 *A, and 3 ‘A, states [2] and more recen*ly to
an optically alto:vc,j 2 ‘B, state [26].
The first state prc:dicted by our calculations
to
nccer in tbts re::,‘-n is tire valence 2 ‘A, state at
5.:47 ei’-“. This 2 ’ hB state could well be associated with the weak bands in the region
between
5.70 eV and 5.89 eV of the UV spectrum. The electron-impact
spectrum
at 70”
shows a weak feature at = 5.9 eV which is not
present
in the spectrum at O” angle [S]. Since
optically forbidden
transitions
are in general
more “rominent
at larger scattering
angles, that
feature could be an indication
of the ‘A, parityforbidden
transition.
However,
this observation
is far from being conclusive.
Besides the fact
that tire two spectra have different
resolution,
several factors could contribute
to simulate such
E weak feature. A more convenient
way of
varifyirg the presence af this state would be by
means of a two-photon
absorption
experiment.
T~IJhave an idea of how strong this transition
would be, we calculated the two-photon
*-ansition rate for the X ‘A,+ 2 ‘A, transition
using
our best CI description
of these states. We
found transition
rates equal to 3.4 x I&)-‘” F’ s‘ ’
for the case of linearly polarized
light and 4.9 x
10e5”’ F2 s-’ for the case of circularly polarizea
light (F is the phcton flux in photons/cm’s)t.
Since Ruxes of the o,*der of lO”-18””
arc currently availab!e (from nitrogen-pumped
dye
Elrrlicr hct+rmpirical
calculations [27] predicted this
6tDW tn o&!ir below the 1 ‘B. State. This order is an artifact of the semi-empiricul method. The analysis of both
UV 121cml ckctron-impact [S] spectra dves not s,~ow any
cvidrncc fat such u state below the 1 ‘B.. state.
+ In puptc II these numbers r~orc misprinted (7.1 x
1fIv5’ F* s-l for Iilrcurly polnrized ligh! and 1.2 x
10’
i ’ s ” hr cir.uIHrIy uolarized liaht). Also the transitiors rnreb tnr the X ‘A,: 3 ‘A,(3p,)w&e
misprinted.
The cor~~cs ~r~htcsIor the latter rrnnsition are: 0.9 x
111 ‘. .i’ s. ’ ;tid !.9 % 10-“! F’ s-’ for circularly cod
unc~~ly polilrlxed light. res lectively. The ratios for the
Irsnsitlor?s m the ‘A, and F8, Rydbc.g states nre correct.

l

of trarans-1,3,5-hexntrienc

lasers for instance) the transition should be
observable.
in the same region (5.70-6.44
eV) our calculations predict two optically allowed Rydberg
states and three parity-forbidden
Rydberg
states. The first transition,
at 5.97 eV, corresponds to the 1 ‘A, 3s Rydberg state. This
state could well be associated
with the bands in
the region of 5.94-6.09
eV in the UV [2]
spectrum and with the 6.06 eV feature of the
electron-impact
spectrum
[S]. The next three
transitions
calculated
in this region correspond
to parity forbidden
Rydberg states at 6.00 eV
( ‘B,, 3p,), at 6.20 eV (2 ‘B,, 3~~) and at
6.26 eV (3 iA,, 3pJ.
These Rydbtrg ;:ates occur in the same
region as optically allowed transitions
and could
well be masked by these transitions.
Also in the
electron-impact
spectrum
at 0’ angle. these
transitions
should exhibit small cross sections.
A
recent two-photon
absorption
experiment
indicated the presence
of a parity-forbidden
state [S], in the region of 6.00 to 6.70 eV. A
more recent study of its intensity dependence
on the laser beam polarization
indicated a state
of A, symmetry [9] at 6.23 eV, in excellent
agreement
with our calculated
3 ‘A,(3p,)
Rydberg state. But this same experiment
[S] does
not show the presence
of ‘B, states at 6.00 eV
and 6.20 eV. Calculations
of the two-photon
transition
rates for both ‘A, and rB, Rydberg
states (using IVC) states to perform the summation over the intermediate
states) led us to
transition
rates for the ‘A, state relative to the
‘B, states of ==6 for linearly polarized light and
= 10 for circularly polarized
light. Similar calculations for hutadiene
suggest that such IV0
calculations
may underestimate
the ratio of the
‘A, to ‘B, by a factor of =S. Thus the ‘A,
transition
might be = 30-50 times more intense
than the ‘B, transitions.
In conclusion,
the iB,
Rydberg states would have been difficult to
detect in the two-photon
experiment
[S], mainly
the ‘B,(3p,) at 6.20 eV, masked by the more
intense ‘A, state at 6.26 eV. It is interesting
to
notice thar those same transitions
(rr -, 3p,) in
butadiene
CZO] (in which case they are optically
allowed) are also weak and one of them is

almost cutainly not observed.
Finally, the last
transition in this region predicted by our cal
culations occurs at 6.27 eV and corresponds
to
the ‘B.Od&
Rydberg state. This transition can
be correlated with the bands at 6.28eV in the
UV [Z] spectrum and at 6.25 eV in the electroninprct spectrum [S]. We found no o:her transition; at higher energies in this region that
could be correlated to the bands observed at
6.38-6.44 eV in the UV [Z] spectrum and with
the peak at 6.42 eV in the electron-impact
spectrum [5].
In one reinterpre?ation
of the UV spectrum
this whole system of bands (5.70-6.44 eV) was
assigned to a 2 ‘B. state [26]. From our calculations it is clear that more than a single
transition is present in this region.
The next band system observed in the UV
spectrum corresponds
to a series of medium
intensity bands covering the range bet%een
6.53 eV and 7.30 eV [Z]. This band system was
initially assigned to a 2 *B, state [Z] and more
recently to a a-, IPT*‘A, state [26]. The corresponding
peaks in the electron-impact
spectrum are observed at 6.57, 6.75, 6.93, 7.08, and
7.25 eV [S]. In this region (6.53-7.30 eV) we
found several transitions which we now will
analyze.
The first calculated transition in this region
corresponds
to a ‘B. valence state at- 6.56 eV,
close to the observed transition at 6.53 eV. If
we assume that the last few bands (at 6.38 eV
and 6.44 PV) of !he previous region (5.706.44 eV) are hok bands [-2vs, -Z(UJ- I*&] of
the otserved
transition at 6.53 eV (O-O) [a], we
could assign the band system (6.42-6.62 eV) to
the ‘B, valence state. However, we inust be
cautious in such an assignment
because of
uncertainties
in the accuracy of our ‘B, calculation due to mixing of ‘B, Kydberg 2nd
valence states.
The next state predicted to occur in this
region corresponds
to the ‘B,(3d,,)
Rydberg
state calculated at 6.68 eV. A transition at the
same energy cbserved in the UV spectrum was
assigned to a vibronic (~3) transition of the
6.53 eV band (O-O) [Z]. We ?ound another
Rydberg state at 6.72 eV corresponding
to the

2 ‘A.(3d,z) state. This state can be associated
wjth the transition observed at 6.73 e*J in the
UV spectrum [Z] and with the one at 6.75 eV in
tiie electron-impact
spectrum [5]. ‘The qext ‘two
transitions calculated at = 6.8 1 eV and
= 7.07 eV correspond
to the 3 ‘A,(3dpr) a.nd
4 ‘A,(3di~-~z) Eydbcrg states, respectively.
The
transition at 6.81 eV can bc correiated
to the
observed transition at 6.9OeV in the UV spectrum [2] attd the one at 6.93 eV in the clectronimpact spectrum [Sj. Similarly the 4 ‘fiJ3d,~.,~)
state can be correlated
with the transition at
7.06 eV (UV) [l] and 7.08 eV (EI) [S].
The last state predicted by our calculations
to
occur in this region corresponds
to the ‘B,(4dif)
Rydberg state at 7.25 cV. This state could be
associated with the bands observed at 7. I57.3OeV in the UV spectrum [Z] and with the
peak at 7.25 eV of the electron-impact
spectrum
[S]. This transition was experimentally
assigned
to a vibronic component
of the 2 ‘B,(x -+ 7r”)
state [?I.
A series of medium intensi&y bands starting
from ;= ‘7.37 eV to 7.68 eV in the UV spectrum
have been tentatively
assigned to a 3 ‘B. state
[Z] or to a u + r~* state [26]. From paper I [ 181
WG know :hat this transition does not correspond :o a (T + 7r* state. Only one transi&n
at 7.48 eV is observed in the electron-impact
spectrum [5]. In this region our calculations
predict Rydberg states at 7.42 eV(Sd,,.),
7.44 eV(4diz) and 7.68 eV(jd,,).
A final series of sharp bands starting at
~7.71 eV and extending up to 8.30 eV is observed in the UV spectrum [Z]. The associated
transitions in the electron-impact
spectrum are
found at 7.77, 7.93, and 8.06 eV [5]. The
analysis of the UV spectrum revealed that these
transitions could be fitted in a p_-type Rydberg
series with the principal quantum number in the
range n = 5, 12 and quantuin defect equal to
0.054 [2].
To understand
the nature of these transitions,
ye examined the various Rydberg series for
which our calculations
provided the first
members. Table 6 shows ihe results of our studies on four Rydberg series. From table 6 we can
see that:

’
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l-able 6.
Rydberg series for the hexatriene
n

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
il
12
Co

Nascimer;ro.

W.A.

Goddard

molecule”

nd:$A,)
S = 0.09

4,(‘B,)

4J’Bu)

6=0.6

5 = 0.43

S=O.E

5.97b’
7.15
7.63
7.86
7.99
8.08
8.13
8.17
8.20
8.22
8.33

~j.72~’
7.44
7.76
7.94
8.04
8.11
8.16
8.19
8.21
8.23
8.33

6.27b’
7.26
7.68
7.90
8.01
8.09
8.14
8.18
8.21
8.23
8.33

6.68b’
7.42
7.75
7.93
8.04
8.11
8.16
8.19
8.21
8.73
8.33

ns(‘A,)

a) Al1energies in

eV.
” First members of the series are calculated values. Higher
membc-c are predicted values based on the quantum defect.

(a) except for d,, the quantum
defects
obtained
are in the range expected
for each
type of series [28]*;
(b) for n 24, the nd,= and nd,, series are
practically
degenerate
and for n 2 10 all the nd
series are degenerate_
Also, for n 3 1 i the four
series are practically
degenerate;
and
(c) these four optically
allowed series can
account
for all the transitions
observed
in this
region.
From the results of our analysis we concIude
that the series of bands starting
at 7.71 eV and
converging
to the first IP should correspond
to
three nd Rydberg
series. Tne first member
of
the ndnf series is more intense than the first
members
of the other series. This difference
in
intensity
could imply that for large n all the
transitions
should correspond
to members
of
this series (nd&_ Higher members
of the ns
series are not expected
to be observed
because
the 3s(tA,)
transition
is very weak.
Our assignments
for this region are shown in
table 5. The disagreement
between
our
* The drr transition leads to a ‘B, state that can couple
with the zr+ z* ‘B, state (see Kg. 4c for a plot of the d,
orbital). This coupling leads to a higher than usilal quantum defect (0.43 rather than 0.1) and may cause the
higher levels to be shifted from the values expected from
the Rydberg formula.

III/

Rydberg

stales

of

rrans-I,3.5-hexatriene

theoretical
transitions
and the observed
transitions for larger values of n (n > 9) is certainly
due to the fact that the experimental
series [2]
converges
to an IP lower-than
the one obtained
in the photoelectron
spectra [29].
Finally, in the.electron-impact
spectrum
[S],
transitions
corresponding
to super-excited
states
are observed
at 9.1 eV, 9.7 eV and 10.5 eV.
The transitions
can be associated
with u-, #
transitions
or with transitions
from the inner
&lb,)
orbital. The transition
at 9.1 eV correlates well with the ‘B=(LT+ sr*),state
calculated
at 9.18 eV. We did not find any transitions
that
could be correlated
with the ones observed
at
9.7 eV and 10.5 eV. Those latter states could
correspond
either to another
‘B,(m+
sr*) state
(the 10.5 eV transition
most probably)
or to
transitions
from the inner a(lb,)
orbital.
Above
11 eV (energy loss) the electronimpact spectra do not show enough resolution
to allow for the identification
of the ‘A,(a --, K*)
stafe predicted
by our calculation
to occur at
11.51 eV.

5. Summary
Most of the results obtained
could be predicted from similar calculations
performed
in the
butadiene
molecule.
As in butadiene
[20]:
(a) the spectrum
of the hexatriene
molecule
can be understood
in terms of a few valence
states plus a series of Rydberg
states;
(b) to accurately
describe
the a-Rydberg
states, it is not necessary
to include u correlation;
(c) in the description
of the D Rydberg
states
the size of the basis set can be considerably
reduced without loss of accuracy
by using
appropriate
off-center
basis functions.
We believe that some understanding
about
the nature of the excited states of these molecules has been gained from these calculations.
From what was learned,
larger systems can be
treated,
and a pattern of how the structtire
of
the spectrum
changes with increasing
chain
length can be established.
Work in this direction
is in progress_
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